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NEW QUESTION: 1
The vSphere Data Protection performance analysis results in the
"Conditionally Passed" status.
What can cause this condition?
A. The read and write tests were successful but the seek test

failed.
B. The read and write tests were successful but the seek test
skipped.
C. The results did not meet the minimum performance
expectations.
D. The read, write, and seek tests were successful.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Possible results are Passed, Failed, and Conditionally Passes
if the seek test is selected (Excluded by Default). If all
tests succeed, the result is Passed. If the write or read tests
are unsuccessful, the result is Failed. If the seek test is
selected and if the write and read tests are successful but the
seek test fails, the result is Conditionally Passed.
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.0/vmware-data-prote
ction-administration-guide-60.pdf page 75

NEW QUESTION: 2
An integration developer is creating rules for the emulators in
the Component Test Explorer. Which of the following statements
are applicable for the condition statement?
A. Only the final statement will be evaluated as the condition.
B. First statement must evaluate to a boolean value.
C. Condition section can contain many statements.
D. Last statement must evaluate to a boolean value.
E. First statement must evaluate to a Boolean string.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization that contains a
server named EX1. EX1 has the Mailbox server role and the
Client Access server role installed.
You plan to enable anti-spam protection on EX1.
You need to configure the message hygiene settings for email
messages received from the Internet.
The solution must meet the following requirements:
* Place email messages that contain the word Contoso in a
quarantine folder.
* Block all email messages sent to former employees who no
longer work for the company.
* Reject all email messages sent from a source that has a
sender reputation level (SRL) of 7 or greater.
What should you configure? (To answer, drag the appropriate
transport objects to the correct requirements. Each object may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to

drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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